
 

AUTO GATES JUST A SIMPLE SYSTEM 

 

‘All we want is a basic system, why are the quotes so complex?’ Adding a motor to a 

gate can appear to be simple, but the consequence of having it work, all year round and 

perform, safely & reliably as required, is always more complicated than 1st thought. 

 

What do you mean? If the gate was in an ideal condition, hung correctly and constructed 

to suit the intended automatic controls that would be a great start! Very few gates and 

their support structures are really suitable for this long term and the local landscaping 

may also be in need of address? 

 

      
 

Landscaping? Yes drive levels and gate clearances are equally as important throughout 

opening and closing. 

 

Gate motors require a power supply and there are rules and codes-of-practise that need 

adhering to when providing a suitable source of power. The cables need to be of a 

suitable type (Externally rated) and adequately protected with isolation at each end. 

 

Once the gate is ready, the power available and the right motor (operator) fitted, a 

suitable controller with protection and available enclosure space (to provide for all the 

controls & equipment needed) then the items used to complete the system need to be 

agreed. 

 

      
 

What items are needed? This area is very varied and often relies on our understanding of 

the end users full needs of the system. 

 



Radio controls with a push button and semi-auto logic (command to open and command 

to close) can offer the most basic of initial designs and low cost, but it provides low user 

friendliness and limited function 

 

       
 

Why would we want any more? Some people are happy with this type of setup but most 

require greater security and convenience and with these, a need for improved safety 

devices and other consequential controls and equipment grows 

 

Controls to open/close the gate, on foot or within a car; Devices to stop or redirect the 

gate in motion; Locks, Audio, Video, Telecoms, CCTV, Letter box, Lighting, the list 

continues and most of which are all consequences of a motor being fitted to the gate. 

 

               
  

Any others? Yes, conformity & compliance to standards for design & installation of the 

whole system are becoming more and more necessary. Adding to an existing system 

often proves to be far more costly than allowing for it originally 

 

      
 

Everyday people’s plans grow for very good reasons! 
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